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NORTHERN SUN:
STATELY CRUISING
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f you are looking for a personalised luxury cruising experience in Asia that
comes with a sense of adventure, then Northern Sun is the superyacht for
you. Captain Lawrie has years of experience of cruising the best spots in
Asia and he can take you and your guests to the very best dive locations in
the region or visit some of the most secluded beaches on the planet.
Northern Sun can accommodate up to 12 guests in five-star style and
comfort. At 50m, she has an abundance of interior space making sure there
is plenty of room for both privacy and social engagements. The main deck is
entirely dedicated to entertainment spaces and its light and airy ambiance
is conducive to comfortable relaxation and conversation. There are also
games table and a piano for more social occasions. The lower deck features
an impressive formal dining room and an adjoining library for relaxing with
a good book. For communing with nature there is the aft salon and alfresco
dining area. The aft deck and the foredeck areas offer the perfect lounging
space for watching the sunset or enjoying an evening cocktail before dinner in
the formal dining room downstairs. The private top deck also offers a Jacuzzi,
solitude and 360˚ panoramic views of the natural beauty surrounding the yacht.
A massive master cabin is stylishly furnished with a king size bed and
the three double and two twin cabins will make everyone feel like VIPs. The
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Asian influence used throughout the yacht on Northern Sun’s interior design
can be seen in the elegance of tropical woods teak, makore and narra.
Like explorers of a bygone era, the owners of Northern Sun have amassed
their own collection of artwork, nautical antiquities and rugs from around the
world and these treasures are exhibited throughout the yacht. The artworks
depict shipping through the ages, from the clipper ships of the early 19th
century to mid-20th century passenger liners. Many of the carpets on the
vessel date from the early and mid-20th century and are fine examples of the
craftsmanship of the traditional rug weavers of the Middle East. A beautiful
ship’s clock is also on board, which rings a bell every half-hour in proper
nautical fashion.
South East Asia is very much a land of discovery, famous for its crystal
clear waters, active volcanoes and magnificent variety of wild life. Deserted
beaches and exotic cultures are waiting for those seeking an adventure. Try
an elephant jungle trek, a scuba expedition, or a cultural visit to discover
the traditional life of the local sea gypsy village. Exotic locations such as the
Butang Islands just 27nm northwest of Langkawi offer exceptionally preserved
coral reefs, or take a walk on one of the uninhabited islands of the Mergui
Archipelago - made up of over 800 islands and spread over 14,000 square

miles of the Indian Ocean. These islands are in such a pristine state that many
are still uninhabited due to the country’s isolation over the last 50 years. The
islands are mountainous and covered by jungle, with spectacular waterfalls
tumbling directly onto white sandy beaches, fringed with coral reefs and
teeming with wildlife.
On board Northern Sun, an abundance of fresh seafood and local
ingredients are crafted together by the chef to delight the senses and ensure
the voyage is a gastronomic treat. Menu highlights include sea bass fillets with
zucchini puree, steamed Swiss chard, chanterelle mushroom and shaved black
truffles, or linguine with jumbo fresh water scampi and date tomatoes. Or try
local favourites such as Thai salad with sweet potato chips, tofu and turmeric
dressing, or Thai chicken with galangal and coconut milk soup… all finished
off with delicious desserts that include caramel balsamic swirl ice cream,
Limoncello soufflé and luscious tropical fresh fruits.
There is endless fun to be had with Northern Sun’s extensive range of
water sports equipment. Guests may enjoy snorkelling, kayaking, paddle
boarding, Laser dinghy sailing, sea bobbing, wakeboarding, water skiing and
fishing. If you are really adventurous then check out the latest water toy - a
towering inflatable water slide that is a full two decks high!
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